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ABSTRACT
Squalls are mesoscale sudden wind-speed increases that can
occur worldwide and are a design driver for FPSO systems in
areas the other design environmental conditions are relatively
benign, e.g. offshore West Africa. Squalls are transient winds
which rapidly reach a peak wind speed (up to 50 m/s) and then
decay to low speeds in a span of 60 to 90 minutes. As squalls
are transient phenomena traditional steady-state analysis
techniques cannot be used for the global analysis or the
development of the extreme response estimates.
This paper focuses on the characterization of the squall
environment and the impact of various parameters on the
response of FPSOs. The responses of both spread and turret
moored FPSOs are presented and the difference in response is
discussed. The paper then focuses on a parametric study on a
representative single degree of freedom model of a spreadmoored FPSO with an emphasis on the estimation of the
extreme response and its dependence on sample size.
INTRODUCTION
Squalls are mesoscale sudden increases in wind speed that
sustains for a short duration. These events occur world-wide
and are usually associated with severe weather. Squalls
routinely occur in a squall line associated with severe
thunderstorms or can be more isolated events. For the design of
offshore systems, squalls can influence offshore operations, and
in many cases drive the design of mooring systems for floating
facilities offshore. Offshore West Africa is a region where
squalls result in the extreme design loads and offsets for the
floating system as the other extreme environmental criteria are
relatively mild. There is a long history of squalls affecting
offshore operations in West Africa ranging from drilling

activities to offloading from CALM buoys and FPSOs. Though
squalls occur suddenly and for a short duration, they can be
tracked by radar and thus operations and other activities can be
adjusted to account for the occurrence.
The West Africa Gust Joint Industry Project (WAG JIP) [1, 2]
was developed to collect measurements of squall time histories
at various locations offshore West Africa and analyze the data.
The database was used to estimate the extreme value
distributions and consequently to predict the 100-year peak one
minute mean wind speed. These 100-year squall wind speeds
range from approximately 30 to 50 m/s depending on the
location.
From a global analysis perspective, squalls are transient
phenomena and are not typically characterized by a few key
parameters like most steady-state environmental conditions.
Figure 1 presents a one minute mean wind velocity time history
of an actual squall measured in West Africa and transformed to
10 meter height. The squall time history shows the general
characteristics of squalls started with a sharp increase in wind
speed from the background wind, a sustained peak speed for a
relatively short duration, and then a slow decay.
The current design practice is to use actual measurements of the
wind speed during squall events and scale the speed only to the
appropriate design value. These realizations of squalls are then
used as input into a time-domain model of the wind forcing and
the resulting response calculated. Figure 1 also presents a squall
time history with the wind speed scaled so the peak represents
the 100-year one minute mean wind speed. The figure also
shows the effect of scaling the wind speed only on the
characteristics of the timeseries. The rising slope as well as the
decaying slope has been changed due to the wind speed scaling
which can affect the dynamic response of the system as will be
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shown later. This also raises the question
q
on wh
hether the win
nd
speedd scaling of th
he measured wind
w
squall is a good physicaal
repressentation of a 100-year squall or whetherr the time scalle
shoulld also be mod
dified. This queestion is partially addressed in
i
later ssections of thiss paper.
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Spreadd moored FPS
SOs are kept at a fixed heeading into the
primarry swell direection, resultinng in relativeely small yaw
w
motionns, and only sw
way and surgee motions goveern the extreme
offset.. Figure 2 depiicts the sensitivvity of the vessel offset to the
wind hheading studieed for a series of seventeen 1100-year scaled
squalll incidents appproaching thhe FPSO from
m twenty-fou
ur
directiions. It shows that the higheest offset is caaused when the
squallls are beam-onn to the vessel which is expeected given the
large w
wind loading aarea. It is wortth mentioning tthat the studied
d
spreadd moored FPS
SO can be connsidered as a highly damped
system
m with relatively low stiffness in sway.
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Figurre 1. A samplle squall timee history mea
asured offshorre
West Africa [1].
Thouugh a range of squall incid
dence direction
ns are typicallly
prescribed for the squalls,
s
the local directionallity of the peaak
windss is more diffficult to defin
ne and therefo
ore most desig
gn
criterria require the squalls to be omni-direction
nal. In addition
n,
the nnumber of squall time historries provided for design maay
vary depending on the location or project; in our experiencce
this hhas ranged from 3 to 17. From a design perspective,
p
this
raisess a few issues and questionss ranging from
m the number of
o
simullations required
d to be run in the
t analysis, to
o the estimate of
o
the deesign value.
The oobjective of th
his paper is to demonstrate the response of
o
FPSO
O systems to trransient squall loading. Firstly, the behavio
or
of booth spread-moo
ored and turrett-moored FPSO
Os to squalls is
brieflly overviewed
d. The focus will be on the
t
analysis of
o
extrem
me response of
o typical deepwater spread-m
moored system
ms
offshoore West Africca. The sensitiv
vity of the FPS
SO’s response to
t
the chharacteristics of
o the squalls is studied and
d the variabilitty
due tto sample size effects is evaaluated. Finally
y, design valuees
obtainned from diffferent extrem
me analysis approaches
a
arre
comppared and practtical suggestion
ns are given.
RESPONSE OF SPREAD AND
A
TURRE
ET MOORED
D
FPSO
OS TO SQUA
ALLS
This section presen
nts some generral results of th
he responses of
o
spreaad-moored and turret-moored
d FPSO system
ms offshore West
Africa to provide some background to the analysis in th
he
follow
wing sections. Both studied systems are reepresentative of
o
deepw
water FPSOs with
w actual riser and moorin
ng systems. Th
he
respoonse of spread moored and turret
t
moored FPSOs to win
nd
squalls was previo
ously studied by Legerstee et al. [3] an
nd
Zhonng et al. [4], resspectively.

Figurre 2. A Spread moored FPSO
O’s offset tracces in response
to thee squall loadin
ngs.
In thee case of turrett moored vesseels, the surge, sway and yaw
w
motionns as well as angular veloccity and angullar acceleration
n
play im
mportant roless in the global response of thhe FPSO to the
squallls. During a squall event thhe vessel will rotate to align
n
itself w
with the windd direction. Thiis rotation cauuses the relative
wind hheading, the anngle between w
wind directionn and the vesseel
headinng, to vary siggnificantly deppending on thee initial relative
wind, wave and currrent directions. Knowing thhat, the relative
wind directionality is now an important paarameter to be
characcterized in the response analyysis of turret-m
moored systemss.
Generrally, a turret m
moored vessell subjected to a squall even
nt
experiiences the larggest response, ii.e. turret loadss and offsets, if
i
the rellative wind dirrection is beam
m-on to the vessel at the time
that th
the wind speeed reaches its peak. Whethher this occurrs
depennds predominanntly on 1) the initial relativee wind heading
g,
2) the rising time annd 3) the peak w
wind speed of tthe squall.
As ann example, thee dependency oof the resultannt wind load to
the risse time and tthe relative w
wind heading iis illustrated in
n
Figuree 3 and Figure 4. The studiedd squalls in this example have
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force on the vessel is reduced. As the initial relative wind
heading is increased the resultant wind force is reduced.
225

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show three graphs with time histories that
were obtained from mooring analyses of a turret moored FPSO
during a squall event. The graphs show (from top to bottom):
the vessel yaw motion, the resultant wind force and the wind
velocity. For the yaw motion and wind force, multiple curves
show the sensitivity to initial wind heading which was varied
from headings almost stern-on (0 deg) to headings roughly
beam-on (90 deg). The time histories of yaw motion also
contain a circular marker, indicating the moment in time at
which the vessel is beam-on to the wind. Figure 3 shows the
results for a wind squall with a relatively short rise time (500
sec), while Figure 4 shows the same results for a squall with a
longer rise time (1200 sec). The average rise time found for the
squalls in the data set is around 900 sec.
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equal peak wind speed. Both figures illustrate that a very short
rise time (<500s) in combination with a small initial relative
wind heading (<15deg from stern) is required in order to see a
response in which the vessel is beam-on to the wind direction
exactly when the velocity peaks.
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Figure 4. Effect of initial wind heading on wind load for a
squall with a long rise time tr = 1200 sec.
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From Figure 4, it can be seen that when the rise time of the
squall is sufficiently large, the vessel rotates to the beam-on
condition before the peak of the wind velocity, even for small
initial relative wind headings. As a consequence, the resultant
wind force is much smaller for the squall with a long rise time
compared to a squall with a short rise time, regardless of the
initial relative wind heading.

Figure 3. Effect of initial wind heading on wind load for a
squall with a short rise time tr = 500 sec.

These results demonstrate that, in order to accurately predict
the extreme responses of a turret moored vessel in a squall
environment, it is necessary to account for the actual variability
of initial relative wind heading and rise time of wind velocity.
This variability is ignored in the current design practice of
turret moored FPSOs. Instead, a conservative approach is used
in which the maximum design value is found by combining the
most unfavorable initial relative wind heading with the scaled
squall timeseries that has the shortest rise time.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that only the initial heading of 15
deg (blue line) results in the vessel being beam-on to the wind
at the moment of the peak wind velocity. When the initial angle
is greater than 15 deg, the vessel rotates to the beam-on
condition before the wind velocity peaks and the resultant wind

The above discussion provides some background and
motivation for the analysis performed in the following sections
of the paper which focuses on the extreme responses of FPSOs
to squalls and the influence of sample size on the extreme
values. As shown in the section above the response of turret-
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moored FPSOs to squalls is complex and dependent on a
number of parameters and initial conditions, and is part of an
ongoing research study. The focus of the remainder of the paper
is on the response of spread moored FPSOs to the squall
loadings.

that for the estimated range of offsets, the relation between
sway offset and the restoring forces remains linear.
1.2
FPSO- Squall
SDOF- Squall
SDOF- Synthetic

1

EQUIVALENT SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM
Our studies on deepwater spread moored FPSOs indicate that
the response of the structure to the beam-on wind squalls can be
accurately represented by a single degree of freedom (SDOF)
system with appropriate parameters, i.e. natural period
,
⁄
, and mass . As an example,
damping coefficient
the comparison is carried out for a sample squall timeseries
measured off of Angola coastline shown in Figure 5. In this
the
figure the measured wind speed is normalized with
peak 1-min averaged wind speeds. Figure 6 shows the response
time histories of a spread-moored deep water FPSO to the
sample squall heading in the beam-on direction. The studied
FPSO is a representative of spread-moored FPSOs offshore
West Africa.
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Figure 6. Comparison between estimated response time
histories of different systems.

Following an analogous methodology used by Legerstee et al.
[3], a synthetic wind squall is introduced to simplify the actual
wind squall timeseries. The synthetic squall has three
characteristic parameters, i.e. peak speed , rising time , and
decaying half-time . The schematic of the synthetic wind
squall timeseries and the definition of the parameters are
presented in Figure 7. In this simplification, it is assumed that
the wind speed rises linearly in time till the peak point and then
decays exponentially as
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Figure 5. Actual squall timeseries and the simplified squall
timesries.
In Figure 6, the offset timeseries
obtained from dynamic
analysis is normalized with the static response
defined as,
⁄

(1)

where
is the peak wind force,
is the wind force
is the linearized spring stiffness.
calculation constant, and
The FPSO response time history shown in Figure 6 is obtained
from the time domain analysis of the FPSO utilizing OrcaFlex
software and is compared with the response of a SDOF with
300 (sec)
corresponding mass and wind area, and tuned
and = 0.4. To obtain more realistic results, the effect of wave
and current damping is included in the FPSO response
calculation. As shown in Figure 6 and also observed for other
squall time histories, the finite element dynamic analysis and
SDOF model converge to similar results. It is worth mentioning

(2)
It has been observed that the peak 1-min averaged wind speed
is a reasonable estimate for the peak speed . The rising
time , and decaying half-time
are estimated from the
original squall timeseries.
Note that the synthetic squall is simplified to not contain any of
the high frequency gustiness present within measured data.
Comparisons between the responses of a SDOF system to the
actual timeseries and the equivalent synthetic wind squall
indicate that the simplification is only applicable for systems
with relatively high damping coefficient (
0.2 and natural
300 . As an example, the peak responses of the
period (
SDOF system with damping coefficient and natural period
varying in the range of (0.01
0.50 and 100
300 (sec), respectively, to both actual and synthetic time
histories are compared in Figure 8. It is observed that the
frequency content of the squall timeseries has considerable
effect on the response of stiff and lightly damped structures and
the energy content cannot be ignored. For the studied wind
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squall, the synthetic squall significantly underestimates the
even with large
peak response of systems with small
damping coefficient. However, for the highly damped systems
with large natural period, which commonly is the case for the
deepwater spread moored FPSOs, the synthetic squall
adequately represents the transitional behavior of the wind
squall time history.

range of 0.2 0.5 of the critical damping. The results of this
sensitivity analysis are presented in Figure 9. In this figure, the
obtained from dynamic analysis is normalized
peak offset
with the corresponding static offset .
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Figure 7. Synthetic wind squall timeseries.
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Figure 8. Comparison between the dynamic responses of a
SDOF to actual and synthetic squalls.
In Figure 6, the response of the tuned SDOF to the synthetic
wind profile is compared with those estimated from the finite
element dynamic analysis and the SDOF excited with the actual
squall timeseries. The squall timeseries and the synthetic squall
used in this example are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen
from the response time histories in Figure 6, the peak response
is well approximated with the application of the synthetic
squall.
In common practice, the squall time histories are scaled so that
is equal to the 100-year . This obviously changes the
rising and decaying slopes of the squall time histories and may
affect the dynamic response of the system. To investigate this,
the sensitivity of dynamic response of a SDOF to the variation
of and is studied. For this purpose, and of the synthetic
squalls are varied in the range of 140 2500 (s) and
415 9000 (s), respectively. The ranges are specified based
on the characteristics of 58 available measured squall time
histories off West Africa. The analysis is performed for a SDOF
300 (s) and varying damping coefficient in the
with

The slope of distributions shown in Figure 9 indicates the
sensitivity of the response to the variation of the parameter of
interest. It is observed that the response distributions in both
and start with a relatively sharp slope which decreases with
and
and eventually asymptote to zero.
increase of
increases the peak dynamic
Generally, the decrease in the
response, while the decrease in the decay has the opposite
effect. This was previously observed in the study by Legerstee
and
et al. [3]. As expected, the sensitivity to variation of
decreases with the increase in the damping coefficient.
EXTREME ANALYSIS
The focus in this study is on the extreme analysis of spreadmoored deep-water FPSOs response to the squall loading. For
this purpose, two response based approaches are utilized in
which the extreme analysis is performed on the response of the
tuned SDOF system. The main difference between the two
approaches is that in the first approach the long-term analysis is
performed on the peak offset to obtain the 100-year peak offset
while in the second approach the 100-year 1-min mean wind
speed is applied to obtain the expected peak response.
In the first approach the three parameters of synthetic squall,
i.e. peak speed , rise time , and half-time decay time are
modeled as random input to the SDOF system. Next, the
extreme long-term analysis is performed on the structural
response. Note that the effect of long term variation of squall
direction is not considered in this analysis which will frequently
result in conservative predictions. The probability distributions
of , , and are estimated from samples obtained from 58
wind squall time histories measured off West Africa. The small
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sample size will definitely add uncertainty to the estimated
extreme statistics which is inevitable at this point. As shown in
Figure 10, the observations indicate minimal correlation
between the parameters
, , and
and therefore it is
assumed that , , and are mutually independent random
variables. To obtain reliable extreme values, 100,000 MonteCarlo samples are generated and the response of the SDOF is
estimated for each simulation. The exeedance probability
distribution of the peak offset is presented in Figure 11. The
estimated distribution in this figure is a Generalized Pareto
Distribution (GPD) commonly used for the peak-over-threshold
analysis, specifically (Pickands III [5]),

(3)

where is the location parameter (limit value), is the shape
parameter, and
is the scale parameter. For the response
, the GPD parameters are estimated as ̂
12.0,
sample
0.128, and
3.6. Note that, in the case of
0, the
random variable is only defined for
. Based on the
estimated parameters, the extreme values with return period in
the range of 1 to 10,000 year are marked in Figure 11 and the
values are presented in Table 1. One should use the extreme
statistics with return period larger than 100-year with care as
those values are obtained from extrapolation of the probability
distribution. From the results of this analysis, one can expect a
100-year sway offset of 37.7m for the FPSO.
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4
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is the dominant
In the second approach, it is assumed that
random variable which is aligned with the common practice
used in the design of FPSOs in West Africa. Similar to the
pervious approach, Monte-Carlo simulation is performed with
and
while the peak velocity kept
independent random
. Since long-term analysis is
constant as the 100-year
performed on , no extrapolation is required on the response
and therefore the number of simulations is limited to 1000. The
statistics of interest are the expected value and standard
deviation of the peak offset which are estimated as
1.2
, respectively. The
36.6
and
is an indication of the sensitivity of the peak offset to the
variability of and which for the studied case with relatively
high damping is not significant. The difference between the
expected value of 36.6 (m) calculated in this approach and the
100-year offset of 37.7 (m) estimated in the previous approach
is about 3% of the 100-year offset. This relatively small
difference justifies the assumption that the dominant random
variable is the peak velocity for the studied FPSO. From these
analyses, the second approach seems to be more appropriate for
design studies where limited number of squall samples and an
are available.
estimate of 100-year
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Figure 10. Correlation between the synthetic squall
versus , (b)
versus , (c) versus .
parameters. (a)
Table 1. Extreme offsets obtained from response-based
Monte-Carlo simulations.
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100

and a fraction of
summation of the sample mean value
. Specifically,
the sample standard deviation
10000yr

(4)

Ydyn ( m )

80

For instance, the response of the tuned SDOF system to 17
synthetic squalls with parameters obtained from measured time
histories used in a real project has been estimated. For the
36.4 (m) and
1.24
studied realizations
(m) which leads to the design value of 36.5 (m) obtained using
0.06. As expected the design value is consistent with the
estimates obtained from previously discussed approaches.
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Figure 11. Probability distribution of SDOF response to the
random synthetic squall loading.

Table 2. Sample size effect on the statistics of the peak
response.
Max (Ydyn)
E (Ydyn)
Sample size
Mean
Std
Mean
Std

SAMPLE SIZE EFFECT

10

36.6

0.4

38.9

1.3

As mentioned earlier, in common design practice, the response
of FPSOs to a limited number of scaled squall time histories is
utilized to estimate the design value. Here, a similar situation is
modeled utilizing 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations. In each
simulation,
synthetic squalls with randomly selected rise
time and half-life decay time and peak velocity of 100-year
are generated and the response of the tuned SDOF to each
synthetic squall is estimated. Next, the sample statistics
including the mean, standard deviation, and maximum
responses are estimated. This gives us 1000 mean peak and
maximum peak values to estimate the variability of these
statistics. To investigate the sample size effects, the study is
performed for
10, 20, and 50. The mean and standard
deviation of mean value
and maximum peak
offsets obtained from 1000 simulations are given
in Table 2. As expected, the variability of statistics decreases
is
with the sample size increase. Note that the mean of
not a function of sample size while obviously the mean of
varies with sample size. For a sample of size
and the upper 95%
20 the standard deviation of
are estimated from 1000 Monteconfidence limit of
Carlo samples to be 0.3 and 37.1 (m), respectively. The small
variation in the extreme statistics indicates that the sample size
of approximately 20 is large enough for estimating the design
value. It should be noted that this is only the case for highly
damped and low stiffness systems. For lightly damped and/or
stiff system the variability is expected to be more significant
and therefore larger size samples may be required.

20

36.6

0.3

39.5

1.2

50

36.6

0.2

40.5

1.0

CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents the general behavior of turret and spread
moored FPSOs to squalls and identifies some key parameters
that influence the response of the system. The paper also
focuses on obtaining a more basic understanding of squall
parameters based on studying the response of a simplified
single degree of freedom system. In addition, Monte-Carlo
simulation technique is used to develop response based extreme
estimates, and also to evaluate the sample size effect on the
variability of extreme values.
The combination of analysis and study made with the multidegree of freedom FPSO systems (both spread and turret
moored) along with the single degree of freedom spread
moored model allowed us to draw some conclusions on the
system response and estimates of extreme. Though the analysis
performed is not complete in terms of addressing all the
dependent parameters, sufficient detail is achieved that allows
us to make the following conclusions.
1.

Measurements of squall wind speeds show that the squalls
have certain characteristics that can influence the response
of the FPSO. The paper shows that based on system
characteristics the rise time to the peak speed can have an
impact on the response of the system. The paper also
shows that based on a number of measured squall time
histories, there is no correlation between the rise time to
the peak wind speed, raising questions whether the current
approach of scaling the velocity of measured squalls to the
design value is physically correct.
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Assuming that the squall samples are representative, one can
use the design value estimation approach recommended by
Bureau Veritas [6] in which the design value is defined as the

2.

The response of FPSO systems to squalls varies as a
function of system stiffness and damping. Typically lower
stiffness and highly damped systems (deep water) are less
susceptible to dynamic amplification of the response due to
squalls. For shallow water (typically stiff mooring systems)
with low damping, e.g. a tower yoke mooring system, the
influence of both the rise time and the gustiness associated
with a squall can have a more pronounced influence on the
system response with the dynamic amplification expected
to be higher. The analysis of this type of FPSO is part of an
ongoing research study.

3.

In the case of turret moored vessels, the variability in the
wind direction and rise time of the squall realizations has a
large influence on the response.

4.

It was illustrated that the 100-year extreme response of
spread moored FPSOs can be well estimated from long
term response analysis and application of un-scaled squall
timeseries. The long term response analysis has added
benefits of using un-scaled squall time histories which
eliminates issues related to modifying the rise time and
decay time. However, the details of this long term analysis
of turret-moored FPSOs are not clear due to the importance
of additional parameters dependent on wind speed and rise
time. This is another topic for future research.

5.

The paper demonstrate that the variation in extreme
response of deepwater spread moored FPSOs for a number
of squalls ranging from 10 to 50 was not very different due
to the low level of dynamic amplification. This implies that
the current design practice of using 10 – 20 independent
squall time histories should be adequate for estimating the
extreme response of deep water FPSOs, especially those
that are spread moored. The expected value of the extreme
response should be used as the design value for the system
as long as the variability of the extreme value due to
sample size is accounted for.
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A final objective of this study was to also provide some
quantitative feedback to the metocean community on the
impact of the current methodology of defining squalls for
design on the analysis and design of the mooring system. We
hope that this paper provides some insight that can refine
design criteria for future projects.
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